Hi,

I am writing concerning the new laws about puppy mills selling to pet stores. I just think that there is way too much legislation pushed in the shadows by extremists like PETA. All the state has to do is make a requirement that pets stores get their pets from breeders anywhere in the country that are not mills. There are ways for the shops to easily verify this.

The government is way too much involved with people's ownership of dogs and how long that can put them on a run, tie them out...this is absolutely ridiculous. We have homeless people sleeping on the streets and the PETA forum is more concerned about pets than they are humans. Remember, PETA, doesn't want people to eat, turkey, fish meaus....what kind of country is this turning into? PETA represents a small portion of people that do a lot of shock ads and screaming. Granted there will always be bad pet owners and pet stores that sell the wrong dogs, but education and cooperation is the answer. It is much more intelligent to work with all pets shops and just give them list of the puppy mills and the good breeders. Mark Lewis
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